A little More about Abrianna
Abrianna rides the bus to school and is a car rider home. She is so happy she can share Mrs. Bradley with you.

Abrianna is in Kindergarten. She wears a backpack and eats a hot lunch. She has a big brother and a big dog. Maybe you do too.
Abrianna has dark eyes and hair. Maybe she looks like you.

Abrianna has a hard time saying words. Sometimes it’s hard for her to understand directions too.

But Abrianna can still be a good friend. She can play games and climb and run, she can laugh and share and dance. Maybe you can too.
Dear kindergarten Families...

My daughter, Abrianna is a student in your child’s class this year. We hope this book can be a tool for discussing the topic of Down syndrome with your child, should any questions arise in the months ahead.

Please always feel free to approach me with any questions you may have about Abrianna, specifically, or Down syndrome in general.

I am looking forward to learning more about your child this year and hope your upcoming Kindergarten year is a fun and happy one!

Angel Clark
859-285-5017
angelvisger@yahoo.com
Abrianna is not sick or contagious. She is not hurting and she is not a baby. She wants to be treated like a kindergartener.

Abrianna talks a lot; but tends to babble, which makes it hard to understand her words.

Abrianna has Down syndrome. But she IS Abrianna.